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Summary 

 
Currently, insulation has been and will in future be 

applied to many buildings. This proves to be a 

challenge for monumental or old buildings. Mostly 

insulation has to be applied at the interior side of a 

building. That is why hygro-thermal bridges are 

inevitable. A wooden beam end beared in the external 

wall is an example of such a hygro-thermal bridge. 

Adding interior insulation introduces a risk on mould 

growth and can even lead to deterioration of wood. 

 

In this area several studies, including measurement 

studies, have already been performed. With the use of 

simulation models, the risk on deterioration of 

wooden beams can be analyzed in another way. A 

simulation model made with COMSOL multiphysics 

that uses the logarithmic, capillary pressure (Lpc) as 

moisture potential has already been developed. The 

theory and a single result were reported at the 

Comsol conference in Rotterdam 2017. 

In this study we will show how the COMSOL model 

has used for a variant study to solve the problems 

introduced by insulating monumental facades.. 

 

A case study from Denmark, that included 

measurements of a wooden beam end beared into a 

massive masonry wall, has been used for this 

simulation study. Two variants have been simulated 

in COMSOL: a solution with adding active heating at 

the hygro-thermal bridge and a variant where only 

patial insulation was applied. For these variants the 

influence of the moisture content inside the wooden 

beam has been mapped and the risk on mould growth 

and deterioration has been analyzed. 

 

Introduction 

 
Applying thermal insulation to building envelopes is 

common for new built buildings. Old buildings built 

in the Netherlands before 1950, however, are mostly 

not applied with thermal insulation. 

There is a risk of permanently damaging a 

monumental building when applying thermal 

insulation in a wrong way. Therefore, a number of 

studies has been performed to see whether thermal 

insulation can be applied without damaging the 

building.  

 

 

These have been introduced in the former study. 

[Schellen 2017] and are listed in the references. 

In this publication we will focus on the results and 

practical applications of the Comsol application. 

 

 
Figure 1. Wooden beam end (bottom) as part of the 

internal construction (top) of a church in Beusichem. 

The end disintegrated and is not connected to the wall 

anymore 

 
 

The COMSOL model was validated for a 

1D and a 2D construction. The COMSOL model has 

been validated with measurements performed by 

Harrestrup, M. [2016] and was presented in 

Rotterdam [Schellen 2017]. The original construction 

consists of a masonry wall with a thickness of 2 

bricks (see figure 2). The load bearing beam inside 

the wall has a diameter of 150x150mm. The floor 

beam has a height of 140mm and is surrounded by an 

air layer of 20mm. The cladding and the plaster are 

both 30mm thick. 
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Figure 2. Danish construction used by [Harrestrup, 

M. 2016]. 

 

 
Figure 3. RH distribution within the construction 

during a rain event at 29-12-2012. 
 

After applying interior insulation for both a dwelling 

and a museum indoor climate, the moisture content 

after one year of simulation is almost similar, 

difference <0,1% (see figure 4). In all situations 

calculated moisture buildup occurs. 

In the summer the museum climate appears to be most 

critical. Highest deviation between the two different 

indoor climates is also found in this season. 

During the summer, the indoor temperature of the 

museum remains 20°C while the indoor temperature of 

the dwelling reaches values up to 34°C, due to the 

absence of cooling. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4. (top) Highest moisture content found in 

the wooden beam in mass percentage [%]. The 

uninsulated situation with dwelling (blue) and 

museum (red) climate is compared to the insulated 

situation with a dwelling (magenta) and museum 

(green) climate. 

(bottom) RH at the surface of the wooden beam end. 

The uninsulated situation with a dwelling (magenta) 

and museum (green) indoor climate was compared to 

the insulated situation with dwelling (red) and 

museum (blue) indoor climate. 

 

 

The relative humidity at the surface of the beam end 

shows a similar trend as the moisture content. The 

insulated situation shows relative humidity values 

higher than 80% (the threshold for mould growth). 

Also here the museum climate shows the highest 

values during summer. At the interior surface none of 

the simulations reach relative humidity values above 

80%. 
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Simulation variants 
 

The influence of changing the construction of the 

insulation is investigated. 

The simulations are performed for the original 

construction (uninsulated), a fully insulated wall at the 

interior, an insulated wall with a gap of 200mm around 

the wooden beam and an insulated wall with a gap of 

100mm at the connection to the floor, where active 

heating is applied. 

The insulation thickness is 100mm. In all cases EPS 

insulation is applied. At the interior side of the 

insulation, gypsum board with a thickness of 12mm is 

applied. The heating is activated when the outdoor 

temperature drops below 10°C. With a water 

temperature of 35°C in the heating system, it is 

assumed that the air temperature near the wall and floor 

reaches a temperature of 30°C. 

 

Figure 5 Position of the results for the insulated 

wall with 200mm insulation gap around the 

wooden beam. 

 
Results 

 

In figure 5 and 6 the analyzed positions are visualized. 

For the moisture content (see figure 9) the results of a 

change in construction already look promising when 

compared to the other categories. The moisture 

increase due to adding full insulation is halved when 

active heating is applied. This is also visible in figure 7, 

where the humidity is lower near the interior than the 

fully insulated construction from figure 3.The best 

result is achieved when a 200mm gap is applied. There 

the moisture content deviates < 1% from the 

uninsulated construction. 

 

Figure 6 Position of the results for the insulated 

wall with active heating at the wooden beam. 

 

 
Figure 7 RH distribution within the construction 

and the active heating at the gap, during a rain 

event at 29-12-2012. 

 
The positive effect of heating is also visible for the RH 

values at the surfaces. In none of the positions a RH 

higher than 80% has been reached. The RH shows the 

best improvement at the indoor surface and the top of 

the wooden beam end. There is also a positive effect 

noticeable at the bottom of the wooden beam end, 

however the coverage of the active heating remains 

limited compared to the insulation gap of 200mm. 
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Figure 8 RH distribution within the construction 

and the insulation gap of 200mm, during a rain 

event at 29-12-2012. 

 

 
Figure 9 Highest moisture content found in the 

wooden beam in mass percentage [%]. The 

uninsulated situation (black) is compared to the fully 

insulated situation (green), a 200mm insulation gap 

(blue) and active heating (red). 

 
For the construction with a 200mm gap at the surface 

of the beam end, a significant improvement has been 

found. However, the downside to this construction 

appears to be the inside surface that has higher RH 

values than the uninsulated wall, while the fully 

insulated wall with EPS caused an improvement. 

 

Conclusions 
 

To achieve the best results in reducing the risk at 

deterioration and still apply insulation at the interior, 

changes need to be made to the construction. Adding 

an active heating pipe at the corner between the wall 

and the floor is such an adaptation. The simulated 

heating pipe is able to localy increase the air 

temperature to 30°C. The earlier found increase of the 

moisture level - after one year - for a fully insulated 

wall with EPS, is halved when the heating pipe has 

been applied. 

The most effective way to reduce the moisture level is 

to create an insulation gap of 200mm around the 

wooden beam. After one year only a quarter of the 

original increase for a fully insulated wall with EPS 

remains. 

There is a downside to applying an insulation gap or 

an active heating pipe: the heat losses increase 

compared to a fully insulated wall. For the heating pipe 

solution this results in a higher energy use. For the 

insulation gap solution, however, this results in a 

lower temperature at the interior surface and therefore 

a higher relative humidity. The relative humidity rises 

above 75% but remains below the 80% threshold that 

is used in this research. 
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